CHAPTER 2: EXPLORING THE COMMUNICATION RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CORPORATE DONORS AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT NPO
RECIPIENTS

2.1 PREFACE
The first article in the compilation reports on the initial exploration into the state of the stakeholder
relationship between corporate donors and recipient NPOs. In order to initiate an understanding of the
relationship, the research on which this article was based sought to identify key concepts that could
highlight issues that could be used in the subsequent steps in the research process. More specifically,
the research reported on in this first article was an applied, qualitative, cross-sectional exploration of
the nature of stakeholder relationships as perceived by both parties in the relationship and elaborated
on by other key informants in the industry.
In view of the research questions and objectives of the larger study, the research reported in this
article was aimed at partially answering research questions 1, 3 and 4, thereby partially meeting
research objectives 1, 3 and 4:
Research question 1: How do donors and NPOs view their relationship in terms of control,
trust, commitment and other relational realities?
and
Research question 3: How can the relationship between corporate organisations and NPOs
possibly be defined and measured?
and
Research question 4: What are the predominant communication challenges in the relationship
between corporate organisations and the NPOs they fund?
This exploratory research within the interpretative paradigm was aimed at gaining insight into the
experiences and perceptions of role-players in the CSI environment regarding the relationship
between corporate donors and the NPOs who receive funding from them. A qualitative design was
suitable in this case because the perceptions of respondents were central to the analysis (Henning et
al., 2004:5).
The sample consisted of six key informants: two managers of social development NPOs that receive
funding from corporate donors and two representatives of corporate organisations who manage the
relationships with NPOs, as well as two independent consultants who work in this space and could
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provide information regarding the perceptions of both corporate donors and NPOs as well as provide
their own opinions regarding the context of the relationships. The last-mentioned two participants
were included in the sample to add to the richness of the data. Drawn purposively to ensure the
inclusion of the three groups mentioned above, the researcher based the selection on previous
knowledge of the target population.
The data was collected by using partially structured interviews using an interview schedule based on
the Grunig (2002:2-6) qualitative interview guide for evaluating stakeholder relationships. To further
allow the researcher to explore the possible link between the developmental realities in the work of
the NPOs and the framework set by CSI practices for the relationship, items related to the role of both
parties in the broader social development sphere were added to the interview guide. Probes to
explore the approaches to development and CSI of both parties in the relationship between corporate
donors and NPOs were also included in the interview guide (See Addendum D for the interview
schedule).
The interviews were conducted in the participants’ places of work. Each interview lasted between 45
and 55 minutes and was recorded for later transcription.
After transcription the data was analysed thematically and the relationship indicators control mutuality,
trust, satisfaction, commitment and type of relationship were used as pre-coded categories while
emerging themes were post-coded. The emerging themes included donor dominance, NPO
dependence, relational constraints, relational realities, characteristics of NPOs and characteristics of
donors.
The first article was published as an article in Communitas: Journal for Community Communication
and Information Impact (ISSN 1023-0556) published by the Unit for Community Communications and
the University of the Free State as:
Van Dyk, L.I. & Fourie, L.M. 2012a. Exploring the communication relationship between corporate
donors and social development NPO-recipients. Communitas, 17:199-221.

2.2 AUTHOR GUIDELINES AND ARTICLE 1
The pages that follow contain the author guidelines for Communitas and the first article as it appeared
in 2012.
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2.3 PROVISIONAL CONCLUSIONS
From the qualitative inquiry reported on in the preceding article, three main conclusions were drawn:
the relationship between corporate donors and recipient NPOs is challenging; the relationship
indicators of Hon and Grunig (1999:3) seem unsuitable to fully explore the relationship; and the ideas
of development communication should be considered as part of the exploration.
The conclusions drawn here answer, in part, three of the research questions and address the three
parallel research objectives. The first and fourth research questions are addressed simultaneously in
the next section.
2.3.1

A challenging relationship

Perceptions regarding the corporate donor-NPO relationship in terms of control, trust, commitment
and other realities of this relationship proved to be challenging and characterised by negative
perceptions.
Research question 1: How do donors and NPOs view their relationship in terms of control,
trust, commitment and other relational realities?
and
Research question 4: What are the predominant communication challenges in the relationship
between corporate organisations and the NPOs they fund?
Based on the interpretations of perceptions conveyed during the partially structured interviews held
for this exploration, it was clear that negative perceptions about the other party largely characterise
this relationship. The donor-NPO relationship was viewed by the participants as unequal and lacking
trust, commitment and transparency. Power imbalances and one-sided control were evident from all
of the participants who claimed that the power in the hands of the corporate donors is
disproportionate and cannot be looked upon as a natural imbalance. Concerning trust in the
relationship, distinct views on the incompetence of NPOs emerged. Perceptions about commitment
were dominated by the length of the funding term and participants equated commitment to long-term
funding.
With divergent organisational goals, the contrasting motivations and expectations from the parties
were not unexpected. The participants further indicated time constraints originating from both donors
(funding cycles) and NPOs (slow reaction time) and constraints in resources, especially from the side
of NPOs.
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The challenges and an initial glimpse on the nature of those challenges were evident from the results
of the partially structured interviews. The second concern noted from the analysis was the applicability
of the indicators used for the relationship in question.
2.3.2

Defining and measuring the relationship between corporate donors and recipient NPOs

The relationship indicators as defined by Hon and Grunig (1999:3) were found to be not quite suited
for exploring the donor-NPO relationship. In the following section the findings related to this concern
are discussed, thereby partially addressing the third research question.
Research question 3: How can the relationship between corporate organisations and NPOs
possibly be defined and measured?
Although the characteristics of control, trust and commitment are all relevant to this relationship, the
smaller nuances in the definitions of these indicators were considered to be somewhat problematic in
this context. While the previously mentioned three indicators could be improved for a more accurate
interpretation, the types of relationship distinguished by Hon and Grunig (1999:3) were found to be
unsuited in totality. The relationship shows characteristics of both communal and exchange
relationships, but neither classification could describe the relationship. Furthermore, satisfaction was
considered to be irrelevant as a separate indicator in this relationship as it either proved to be
unimportant to participants or part of other relational dimensions.
2.3.3

Possible applicability of participatory development principles

Linking to the negative perceptions held by the parties and the seeming unsuitability of the indicators,
the possible suitability of principles of participation to manage and describe this specific relationship
was suggested. When communication for development is viewed from a wider perspective,
communication between the funders and implementers of development work could also be
considered as communication for development.
In the vernacular of participatory development, the type of relationship between donors and NPOs
could be seen as part of a complex communication system that works towards a development end.
The relationship was labelled by the participants as being an exchange of resources for a greater
cause – the community – echoing the complexity described by participatory development theory.
Similarly, the perceived incompetence of NPOs can, according to development ideas, not be judged
like the competence of corporate organisations, seeing that funding is given to empower and include
people who would otherwise be excluded and powerless. This implies that the NPOs are less
empowered (in a developmental sense) and inclusive; it would not be fair to expect the same level of
competence from them as from their corporate donors. Also disregarded by literature on stakeholder
relationships, the differences in goals and relationship expectations could be ascribed to their different
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roles in the development process where donors drive economic development and NPOs aim for social
development by making use of a share of the profits made by their donors. Development theory could
also assist in the understanding of commitment in this relationship. It was concluded that commitment
is equated with the length of the funding term. Participatory development has a long-term focus and
ideal participatory development is said never to be a short-term endeavour.
The initial exploration of the stakeholder relationship between corporate donors and recipient NPOs
found that the relationship has its challenges; that the indicators used in corporate settings are not
quite suited to this context and that participatory development ideas could possibly be used to define
a part of the relationship.

2.4 PLACE IN THE STUDY
Based on the initial interpretations, the researcher further explored the context of the relationship and
the suitability of the Hon and Grunig (1999:3) indicators in a second article. These results were also
used to design the quantitative measuring instrument and supplemented the interpretation of the
quantitative results. The place of this first exploration could be placed in the larger study as indicated
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Place of the first article within the thesis
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